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It is immediately recognisable by its two crowns 
and internal rotating bezel. The new LONGINES 
LEGEND DIVER is resurfacing with a 39 mm 
diameter, faithful to the original 1959 model from 
which it takes its inspiration. 
 
Certified as a Divers' Watch with a water-
resistance up to 30 bar / 300 metres, the model 
is driven by an exclusive Longines L888.6 calibre 
resistant to magnetic fields and equipped with a 
silicon balance-spring. This movement has a 
power reserve of up to 72 hours. The entire watch 
is chronometer-certified by COSC. The hours are 
marked by elongated indexes and raised 
luminescent Arabic numerals. The rhodium-
plated and polished arrow-hands, coated with 
Super LumiNova®, mark the time with optimum 
visibility in all circumstances. The collection's 
symbol, a diver, is stamped on the watch's 
perfectly-angled screw-down case back. 
 
This black dial model is presented on a brown 
leather strap with a steel tongue buckle. 
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It is immediately recognisable by its two crowns 
and internal rotating bezel. The new LONGINES 
LEGEND DIVER is resurfacing with a 39 mm 
diameter, faithful to the original 1959 model from 
which it takes its inspiration. 
 
Certified as a Divers' Watch with a water-
resistance up to 30 bar / 300 metres, the model 
is driven by an exclusive Longines L888.6 calibre 
resistant to magnetic fields and equipped with a 
silicon balance-spring. This movement has a 
power reserve of up to 72 hours. The entire watch 
is chronometer-certified by COSC. The hours are 
marked by elongated indexes and raised 
luminescent Arabic numerals. The rhodium-
plated and polished arrow-hands, coated with 
Super LumiNova®, mark the time with optimum 
visibility in all circumstances. The collection's 
symbol, a diver, is stamped on the watch's 
perfectly-angled screw-down case back. 
 
This black dial model is presented on a stainless 
steel bracelet with a double-safety folding clasp.  
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 LONGINES LEGEND DIVER 
 
 

It is immediately recognisable by its two crowns 
and internal rotating bezel. The new LONGINES 
LEGEND DIVER is resurfacing with a 39 mm 
diameter, faithful to the original 1959 model from 
which it takes its inspiration. 
 
Certified as a Divers' Watch with a water-
resistance up to 30 bar / 300 metres, the model 
is driven by an exclusive Longines L888.6 calibre 
resistant to magnetic fields and equipped with a 
silicon balance-spring. This movement has a 
power reserve of up to 72 hours. The entire watch 
is chronometer-certified by COSC. The hours are 
marked by elongated indexes and raised 
luminescent Arabic numerals. The rhodium-
plated and polished arrow-hands, coated with 
Super LumiNova®, mark the time with optimum 
visibility in all circumstances. The collection's 
symbol, a diver, is stamped on the watch's 
perfectly-angled screw-down case back. 
 
This blue dial model is presented on a blue NATO 
strap.  
 

It is immediately recognisable by its two crowns 
and internal rotating bezel. The new LONGINES 
LEGEND DIVER is resurfacing with a 39 mm 
diameter, faithful to the original 1959 model from 
which it takes its inspiration. 
 
Certified as a Divers' Watch with a water-
resistance up to 30 bar / 300 metres, the model 
is driven by an exclusive Longines L888.6 calibre 
resistant to magnetic fields and equipped with a 
silicon balance-spring. This movement has a 
power reserve of up to 72 hours. The entire watch 
is chronometer-certified by COSC. The hours are 
marked by elongated indexes and raised 
luminescent Arabic numerals. The rhodium-
plated and polished arrow-hands, coated with 
Super LumiNova®, mark the time with optimum 
visibility in all circumstances. The collection's 
symbol, a diver, is stamped on the watch's 
perfectly-angled screw-down case back. 
 
This blue dial model is presented on a stainless 
steel bracelet with a double-safety folding clasp.  
 


